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NEW FOR 2020 – New Colorimeter and YSI Probes –

Please Follow New Instructions & Call if you have questions

216-524-6580 extension 1002

REMEMBER TO CHECK YOUR UNITS *Salinity and Conductivity are often reported incorrectly*

APPROACHING THE CREEK

 Safety is the primary concern. Never sample if it cannot be done safely. Always sample with a

friend.

 On cold or rainy days refer to INCLEMENT WEATHER instructions in this manual for procedure

modifications. Do not attempt to break through ice to collect water!

 Sites at bridge crossings allow easy sampling of creek water from above and good visibility of the

creek and surroundings

COLLECTING A SAMPLE: BRIDGE

 The water sampler is in the supply box for sites accessed from a bridge

 Lower the sampling cup into a free-flowing area of the creek deep enough to fill the cup, try not to

trap bottom sediments, reel in the cup

 Collect enough water to fill Sediment Stick twice (PART A) and the sample cup to perform for

chemical tests (PART B) (This may require multiple retrievals)

TESTING PART A:

Turbidity Procedure:

Equipment Needed: Turbidity Tube

1. Fill the stick with stream water

o From Bridge: keep adding water from the plastic water sampler or other sample holding

device until it is full

o From Stream: place the tube in an undisturbed area of the stream with the opening

facing upstream

2. Empty water from the stick until you can just see the black dot at the bottom of the stick*

3. Record the height of the water in the stick on the data sheet to the nearest ½ inch

4. Empty the water and repeat steps 1 through 3 reporting the second height to the nearest ½ inch

5. Empty the water from the stick

6. Lookup and record the TSS measurements from the yellow sheet located in manual titled Estimating

Total Suspended Solids: TSS

*If the black dot can be seen before releasing any water, record the height to be greater than 36 inches.
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COLLECTING A SAMPLE: STREAM

Collect water sample in neoprene bottle or sample cup, rinse the jug three times in the stream before

taking a sample. This sample will be used for all activities in PART B.

TESTING PART B:

Suspended Solids Procedure:

Equipment needed:

 HACH DR900 (pictured at right)

 DIWater and TURB/PO4 Sample Cells

1. Turn on instrument using blue power button

2. Go to Options

3. Go to Favorites/Users Programs, hit Select

4. To test Suspended Solids, go to 630 Suspended Solids, hit Start – The colorimeter should now

display “630 Suspended Solids” at the top

5. Remove the cover from colorimeter

6. Obtain the two sample cells marked DI WATER and TURB/PO4 SAMPLE; the DI WATER sample

cell will already have distilled water in it

7. Wipe the outside of the DI WATER CELL with a lint-free paper towel (provided in kit) to remove

any fingerprints and water droplets

8. Place the DI WATER CELL into the hole in the colorimeter, making sure the diamond on the cell

lines up with the indent., and place the cover on top of the sample to block out all light

9. Push ZERO. The display shows 0 mg/L TSS.

10. Remove the DI WATER CELL from the colorimeter

11. Rinse TURB/PO4 Sample cell 3 times with the sample/creek water before proceeding.

12. Fill TURB/PO4 Sample cell to the 10 ml mark with creek water, using a clean plastic pipet if

necessary

13. Wipe the outside of the cell with a lint-free paper towel

14. Place the TURB/PO4 SAMPLE CELL in colorimeter and place cover on top

15. Press read and record the value given. Results show in mg/L TSS.

16. Remove the TURB/PO4 SAMPLE CELL from the colorimeter; set it aside, it will be used again

later
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Ammonia (NH-3) Procedure:

Equipment needed:

 HACH DR900 Colorimeter (pictured at right)

 NH4BLANK and NH4 Sample Cells

 2 Ammonia Salicylate Packets

 2 Ammonium Cyanurate Packets

1. Turn on instrument using blue power button

2. Go to Options

3. Go to Favorites/Users Programs, hit select

4. To test NH3 go to 385 N Ammonia Salic., hit Start – The colorimeter should now display “385 N

Ammonia Salic.” At the top

5. Use two clean cells, they are marked NH4 BLANK and NH4 SAMPLE

6. Rinse the NH4 BLANK CELL three times with distilled water from the squirt bottle then fill to the

10 ml mark with distilled water from the squirt bottle

7. Rinse NH4 SAMPLE cell 3 times with the sample/creek water

8. Pour sample/creek water into the NH4 SAMPLE cell to the 10mL mark.

9. Add the contents of 1 AMMONIUM SALICYLATE powder packet to each cell

10. Cap each cell and shake each for 30 seconds

11. Next, select “options” on the instrument and select “Start Timer” and then press select again to

begin the first timer set for 3 minutes. Over this time, all the solid will dissolve and the solutions

will turn yellow.

12. After the 3-minute period has elapsed, add the contents of 1 AMMONIUM CYANURATE powder

packet to each cell and cap and shake vigorously for 30 seconds. All the powder will dissolve

13. Next select “options” on the instrument and select “Start Timer” and then select the second

timer for 15 minutes. The timer will begin. Set the cells down and allow the reagent to react

until the timer beeps. A green color shows when ammonia-nitrogen is present.

14. After the 15-minute period has passed, wipe the outside of both cells with a lint-free paper

towel

15. Place the NH4 BLANK CELL into the colorimeter, making sure the diamond on the cell lines up

with the indent.

16. Place the hood vertically over the cell and press zero. The colorimeter will now read 0

17. Remove the NH4 BLANK CELL and place the NH4 SAMPLE CELL into the colorimeter, replace the

cover and press READ

18. Record the value and units of measure NH3-N mg/L on the data sheet. Remember to check the

units. *If the reading is under range or over range write that result on the data sheet.

NOTE: PART C Tests for Dissolved Oxygen, pH, temperature, salinity, TDS, and Conductivity may be

completed during the 15-minute waiting period. When working with other instruments, listen for the

beep of the timer and complete the ammonia test immediately.
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Mg/L

Temp °C

Phosphate (PO4) Procedure:

Equipment needed:

 HACH DR900 (pictured at right)

 TURB/PO4 Sample Cell

 PO4 Reagent Packet

1. Go to Options

2. Go to Favorites/Users Programs, hit select

3. To test PO4 go to 490 P React. PV, hit Start

4. Locate the TURB/PO4 SAMPLE CELL used in the Suspended Solids procedure;

wipe the outside of the cell with a lint-free paper towel, and place it in the

colorimeter, making sure the diamond on the cell lines up with the indent.

5. Place the hood vertically over the cell and press zero.

6. Remove the cover and TURB/PO4 SAMPLE CELL

7. Open the PO4 reagent packet (PHOSVER 3) and pour the powder into the TURB/PO4 SAMPLE

CELL. Shake vigorously for 20-30 seconds.

8. Next hit “options” on the instrument and select “Start Timer” and then hit select again to begin

the timer. A two minute timer will begin. Set the sample cell down and allow the reagent to

react until the timer beeps.

9. After the 2 minutes are up, wipe the outside of the TURB/PO4 Sample cell with a lint-free paper

towel, and place it in the colorimeter, making sure the diamond on the cell lines up with the

indent. Place the hood vertically over the cell.

10. Press read and record the value given. Remember to check the units.

Dissolved Oxygen and Temperature Procedure:

Equipment Needed: YSI Dissolved Oxygen Probe (pictured at right)

1. Turn the instrument on and remove cap from probe. Place the probe on the

stream bottom. If there is s riffle, place it downstream of the riffle. (If cord not

long enough, immerse probe into collected sample.) Wait at least 5 minutes for

the sensor to turn on and stabilize.

2. Read and record the dissolved oxygen value in mg/L, make sure to record the

correct unit.

3. Read and record the temperature in °C.

4. Turn off the meter.
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PH, Salinity, Conductivity, Total Dissolved Solids, Temperature

Equipment Needed: HACH Pocket Pro + Tester (pictured at right)

1. Rinse the sensor and the sensors lid that will act as a cup three times with

distilled water before using.

2. Fill the cup up to the fill line with sample water and place the sensor into it.

3. Hold the bottom button to turn the probe on.

4. Check the top of the screen to see what parameter the Pocket Pro is set to

read.

5. Allow the reading to stabilize before recording the reading. Make sure that

you are recording the correct units.

6. Press and hold down the top button to change what parameter the probe is displaying you. (Be

sure to hold until the parameter changes). You will be able to get Temperature, PH, Salinity,

Conductivity, and Total Dissolved Solids readings all from this instrument using a single sample

and the ➡ to go to the next reading.

7. Pour out creek sample and rinse probe with distilled water

8. Shake off excess water, pat dry with lint-free paper towel and replace cap.

9. Hold until power turns off.

Final Notes:

• Make sure that all the solutions in the sample cells (except the DI water cell) have been emptied

to soil away from the stream. Rinse each cell with distilled water from the squirt bottle. Rinse each cell

at least three times. Place all trash into the trash. Place completed data sheet back in kit. Turn off all

meters and the colorimeter.

• Put data in google form online: https://forms.gle/nZMBowrU5vL9hvgb9

OR

Scan or take a photo and email data sheet (front and back) to euclidcreekmonitors@gmail.com

 Place all equipment and materials into the containers; you should have the following:

1. Blue hard case holding: colorimeter, Pocket Pro pH multi meter, and sample cells

2. 3 ziploc bags with chemical packets, lint-free paper towels, distilled water and squirt bottles,

sample bottle and plastic sampler (on a string), safety glasses

3. dissolved oxygen meter/probe cable

4. turbidity stick and cap

5. Instruction Manual you are currently reading!

Thank You for Participating!


